
Monitoring Meeting Rooms 
and the Journey Towards a 
Single Pane of Glass



$ whoami (<- IT joke)

Frederick Loucks, CTS-D 

Currently: CTO @ Level 3 Audiovisual

Education: BSc. Theatre (technical)

Previously:

• Commercial AV Design Engineer

• Enterprise AV Solutions Architect

• SaaS AV Applications Engineer



Why me?

I’ve failed at this a lot

“Learn, share, repeat”



Fair warning…

I’m sharing my opinion

I’m still on my journey



Setting the stage - poll

How many of you are:

Integrators / Service Providers

End Customers / Technology Managers

Manufacturers / Software Companies



Setting the stage - poll

Are you, your team, or your company responsible

for providing user or system support for meeting

rooms somewhere?



Setting the stage - poll

Right this moment, are you, your team, or your 

company currently & actively observing the 

meeting rooms for which you are responsible?



Setting the stage - poll

Are you satisfied with your monitoring practice?



Setting the stage - poll

Is monitoring a priority for you or your company?



Setting the stage - context

You are not alone



Objectives

1. Clearly define the mission of monitoring

2. Reinforce the main benefits of monitoring

3. Identify the core issues with room monitoring today

4. Learn the fundamental implementation

requirements for a successful monitoring practice

5. Review an example in screenshots



Define

IT Monitoring
“The essence of IT monitoring is simple – ensure that 
your IT equipment is available and performing to the 

level expected and required to maintain your business.” 
–Opsview*

*https://www.opsview.com/resources/how-to/whitepapers/what-is-it-monitoring



Mission

Minimize meeting room disruptions, and their 

cascading business impact.

Targeting ~95%+ service availability



Benefits

Money

Recurring 
Revenue

Cost-
avoidance

Improve 
experience

Reputation

Default 
passwords

Trust

Security

Data

Utilization

Inventory

Firmware 
versions

Trends

Make business 
decisions

Open 
insecure 

ports
More…



Why not monitor?

It’s really hard to do it well.



Why is monitoring AV so hard?

Lack of viable vendor-agnostic AV industry tools

Lack of AV drivers natively in IT monitoring tools

Lack of standardized monitoring protocols

Lack of IT skills training

Lack of urgency…until now



Success in 3 steps

The right team

working with the right tools

acting on meaningful data



The right team

The business analyst (bus. value > data > insight > action)

The developer (AV APIs > code / scripts > data & actions)

The eyes-on-glass (monitoring > remediation > success)

The IT engineer (collection + infrastructure + security + …)

The champion (tech > business > hearts + minds + wallets)



Identify / upskill the right team

AV programmer -> The developer

Design engineer -> The business analyst

Support engineer / tech -> The eyes-on-glass

Internal IT -> IT engineer (maybe)

Executive / director -> The champion

Try Pluralsight!!



The right team - reflection

Do you have the right team today?

Can you upskill to the right team internally?



Success in 3 steps - Tools

The right team

working with the right tools

acting on meaningful data



The right tools - objective

Collect and present all the data required for 

monitoring within a single pane of glass



The right tools – current landscape

Vendor specific (configuration-focused, point-tools, 
data silos, useful but not a “single pane”)

Control system-based (requires control, non-viable bc. 
native UCC, proprietary, useful but not a “single pane”)

IT network monitoring (well-established market, 
variety, more complex, no AV drivers, customizable, flexible, 
can deliver “single pane”)



The right tools – things to look for

Mature (established customers, features, docs)

Powerful (templates, inheritance, service monitoring)

Community (broad user base, stack overflow, hiring)

Flexibility (cust. monitors, APIs & SDKs, scripts, freedom)

Activity (current releases, updated marketing materials)



The right tools – specific features

Agentless (sits alongside AV devices, firewall friendly)

Templates (build once, use forever, enhance easily)

Services (collation, business value, dashboards, SLAs)

Flexible Collection Methods (OOTB: SSH TN HTTP JS)

Ask once, write many (one request, many data points)



The right tools - reflection

Does your tool give you the freedom to get the 

data you want, when you want it?

If one of your developers quit are you still able to 

deliver your service? 



Success in 3 steps - Data

The right team

working with the right tools

acting on meaningful data



Meaningful data

What does meaningful mean in this instance?

Mission: Minimize meeting room disruptions, and 

their cascading business impact.



Disruptions

Flat Panel Display (disconnected, powered off, wrong 
source, AV mute, broken cable)

Video Bar & Touch Control (disconnected, wrong app-
mode, disconnected from UCC, network performance 
problems, touch control not paired / reachable)

UCC Platform (outage, wrong configuration, bad license, 
network performance problems, meeting not scheduled 
properly)



Data we may then want…

Flat Panel Display (reachability, power state, network 
info, temperature, error log, input source, AV mute status, 
firmware version, S/N, etc.)

Video Bar & Touch Control (reachability, network info, 
app-mode, UCC registration status, call status, touch control 
connection status, firmware version, S/N, etc.)

UCC Platform (online, configuration, call statistics, quality 
score, etc.)



…in a way that makes sense

Visualize (dashboards, graphs, reports)

Trigger (when a threshold is breached, raise a problem 
event, and trigger cascading actions like scripts, alerts, etc)

Correlate (multiple similar triggers/alerts correlated to be 
seen as one linked issue where applicable, reduce alert 
overload)



Meaningful data - reflection

Do you know what data you should be collecting? 

Does your tool support you or hinder you in 

collecting and showing meaningful data?



Success in 3 steps - reflection

The right team

working with the right tools

acting on meaningful data



Bringing it all together



Our tool of choice (not sponsored)

Free as in speech, open

Training, certs, community

Detailed documentation

Templates & services / SLA

Flexible & extensible

Agent & agentless























Objectives - reflection

1. Clearly define the mission of monitoring

2. Reinforce the main benefits of monitoring

3. Identify the core issues with room monitoring today

4. Learn the fundamental implementation

requirements for a successful monitoring practice

5. Review an example in screenshots



Questions?

Please fill out an evaluation and let me 

know how I did! 



Learn more!

Scan for more info on 
monitoring and other

Level 3 Audiovisual
presentations at 

#infocomm22!



Monitoring Meeting Rooms 
and the Journey Towards a 
Single Pane of Glass


